
The flexible workplace is here
Working from anywhere is the new normal. For decades, top employers have been offering remote work as 
a benefit or a cultural pillar. Now, a flexible workplace is an expectation. We’re not going back. 

Powering flexible teams 

Parsec saves flexible workers 1+ hour every day
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Parsec for Teams 

users save 60+ 
minutes every day

The flexible workplace provides massive benefits to productivity, work life balance, and health — if you 
have the right tools. Parsec users are saving time & working smarter.

94% Prefer flexible work

66% Feel less stressed

50% Spend more time with family

41% Invest in health & improvement

32% Put earned time back into work

Diversifed Talent 
The person for the job could be anywhere. A flexible workplace opens your org up to global 
talent. 73% of Parsec for Teams owners have already diversified their hiring pool by 
expanding beyond their locale.

Reduced Footprint 
A flexible workforce needs less space — and that means massive reductions in 
operating and real estate cost. More than 50% of Parsec owners are reducing real estate 
and creating flex office space.

Hardware on Demand 
Flexible office infrastructure means a reduction in hardware, and opens up the ability to share 
the hardware you need. 80% of Parsec owners are already investing in headless 
infrastructure, pooled hardware, and virtual machines.

A flexible workplace is a more efficient workplace

Time makes creatives happier

Ready to change the way you work? 
Get in touch: sales@parsec.app 

 Visit us: parsec.app/teams

Parsec for Teams is the only remote access tool for creative orgs transition to the flexible workplace. 
Parsec provides unrivaled video, control, and makes latency disappear.

Create from any device 
Creative professionals can work from anywhere 
without worrying about access to powerful hardware

Collaboration & meetings 
Single click access lets folks recreate walking over to 
each other’s desks

Remote reviews 
No more uploading or downloading, or waiting on 
a render. Review content with a single link

Shared workstations 
Pool resources and share work terminals, specialized 
machines, rendering stations, and more

Perfect playback 
4:4:4 color mode, dual monitor streaming, and 60FPS, 
4K video mimic the experience of being in the studio

Guest Access  
Securely invite people from outside your team to use 
computers for a limited time for events, media 
demos research, freelancers, and more

Built for gaming, perfect for anything 
Perfect mouse handling, 60FPS, 4K video, and support for 
various inputs means any creative can get their job done

Enterprise admin & security controls 
Parsec for Teams adds the workstation management and 
security controls customized to your needs

One download makes for endless possibilities

Global increase 
In remote work since 

2010

Corporate leaders 
who support WFH

Companies 
continuing flexible 
work indefinitely

Parsec users expect 
WFH as a benefit

Parsec lets you work smarter

57% Faster & more precise control of a computer

55% No more commute

42% Work more effectively

29% Less time uploading/downloading files

25% Easier collaboration with colleagues

Trusted by the world’s most creative companies
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